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1 MICRA ANGLIA HOTEL
ANDROS, GREECE

Enshrouded in an air of aristocracy and nostalgia, the 5-star Micra Anglia Boutique Hotel in
Andros island is an elegant accommodation choice for visitors who wish to capture the pure
romance of Andros’ past grandeur, whilst staying in an exquisite 19th century mansion. Marvelous
rooms and exquisite suites offer tranquility and ultimate indulgence in spaces where crisp white
contrasts with natural elements such as the oak floors, lush marble and stone to create a soothing
ambiance. The hotel includes, also, Dolly’s Bar and Restaurant a hidden gastronomic experience
that highlights not only your stay but your entire Andros holiday. Micra Anglia is situated in the
heart of Chora, just a few steps away from the central market and the historic pedestrian street.

micra-anglia.gr

2 COCO-MAT ECO RESIDENCES
SERIFOS, GREECE

Located in the lovely Vagia beach, Coco-Mat Eco Residences Serifos hotel invites you to ease
up, slow down and truly enjoy your time on an island that can offer you the authentic Cycladic
experience. Whichever apartment type you choose for your stay, the materials, the earth-toned
decoration, the magnificent sea view and the ample natural light will soon make you feel at
home. Each morning, the breakfast buffet offers all necessary treats for you to start your day
full of energy. Later on, the chef’s suggestions for your lunch will add taste to your day, inspired
by local produce and Serifos’ cuisine. And when the sunset paints the sea red, dinner is served
next to the waves.

coco-matserifos.com

3 GRAND VIEW POOL VILLA
SANTORINI, GREECE

Grand View Private Pool Villa is above the adjacent building on one side, and there is nothing but
Santorini rock on the other side. Peace, privacy within a spacious luxurious home and romantic
details leaves guests and the forces of nature in solitude. A private pool beckons invitingly,
touching the Caldera edge in exquisite style. The villa has two bedrooms, two bathrooms and
an open-plan living room with kitchen. Bathrooms are charmingly decorated with a Santorinian
style shower room. The kitchen is fully equipped allowing guests to prepare a meal if they desire,
or allow villa’s chefs to prepare breakfast or a meal at their service.

grandview.gr

4 ALMYRA HOTEL
PAPHOS, CYPRUS

Almyra is a breath of fresh air for anyone seeking a holiday ‘less ordinary’: a chilled-chic design
hotel flavoured with a splash of humour, a pinch of playfulness and a healthy dose of soul. With
two in-sync experiences catering equally to on-style couples and fun-loving families, it’s all about
carefree Mediterranean living with a cool, contemporary twist. Almyra hotel stands in extensive
gardens, neatly tucked in between the seafront and Poseidonos Avenue, which is the main coastal
thoroughfare to Paphos harbour. Views of Paphos Castle from Helios Lounge Bar compete with
the beachfront Ouzeri, one of four restaurants, where diners are served traditional Greek fare
accompanied by sunsets and the sound of crashing waves. Almyra has recently completed a
major renovation.

almyra.com

5 BIKINI ISLAND & MOUNTAIN
HOTEL PORT DE SÓLLER
MALLORCA, SPAIN

The four-star, boho-chic Bikini Island & Mountain Hotel in Port de Sóller sits high above the bay in
the best location of this lovely port village yet it’s only a few minutes away from the promenade
with its great restaurants many of which specialise in fish and seafood. It’s colourful and eclectic,
with a large pool, spa and fabulous restaurant, offering a fun and joyous experience in a wholly
relaxing environment. The rooms and suites are between 18 and 38 m2 and the ones on the
upper floors offer a great view of the bay of Port de Sóller.

bikini-hotels.com

MINA'S

SUITCASE
In this column, Mina shares a curated collection of her favourite products
from around the world for women and men. The collection includes not
only new brands, but also older gems by designers, which have remained
unaltered over time.

FOR HER

GG MARMONT SMALL SHOULDER BAG
GUCCI

GOLD 18K RING
LIANA VOURAKIS

MYCENAEAN SILK SCARF
GRECIAN CHIC

SPORT SUNSCREEN CITRUS SPF50
KORRES

WIDE LYOCELL TROUSERS
H&M

LONG BRIM HAT PANAMA
SENSI STUDIO

SHIRT
MISSONI

ELASTIC BELT
TED BAKER

FOR HIM

BLACK LEATHER TRAINERS
PAUL SMITH

IN GREECE WITH MINA
instastories from #Andros
It is the little England of the Cyclades. A mainly emotional local nickname given due to its
naval and commercial power it had towards the end of the 19th century and beginning
of the 20th century. It was then that the aristocratic mansions were erected in the city of
Andros, decorated in elaborate details according to the standards of the respective European
mansions. This aristocratic air still blows on the island which thanks to its springs and watermills,
lush vegetation and diversity of settlements –from the cosmopolitan Batsi to the graphic
Aidonia- has a personality that differs from the other Cycladic islands. With its famous fruit
and almond trees, isolated or organised beaches with crystal clear water, the museums and
reviving walking routes, Andros stands out.
PHOTOS BY MINA BAGIOTA

MEET

THE ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR
PHOTO ANTHONY BROCK

Jeff Leatham
Jeff Leatham is the famed artistic director of
The Four Seasons Hotel George V in Paris and Los
Angeles in Beverly Hills. He has created a sensation
with his floral installations since he began his floral
career in 1995. His work is a combination of his love of
flowers and passion for design. Using shape, colour,
and simplicity, his creations are dramatic, bold
and unforgettable statements that are always an
integral part of the setting. For nearly two decades,
Jeff has produced spectacular displays in Paris. In
2014, he was awarded the prestigious Chevalier de
l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, the highest honour
for artists who have made a significant contribution
to French culture given by the Minister of Culture.
One of Jeff’s greatest honours was designing the
major event in the famed Galerie des Glaces, Hall
of Mirrors, at the Chateau de Versailles since the
time of Louis XIV and Marie Antoinette.
Jeff’s expertise continues to attract praise around
the world as an author. His three books have
provided inspiration for creations at every level.
“Flowers by Jeff Leatham”, “Flowers by Design”,
and “Jeff Leatham- Visionary Floral Art and
Design” by Rizzoli remain the best-selling design
books worldwide.

Collaborations
Often compared to contemporary art, Jeff’s
floral installations motivate collaborations with
international design expositions and luxury
brands. Renowned brands such as Alexander
Wang, Balenciaga, BVLGARI, Alexander McQueen,
Swarovski, Givenchy, Ellie Saab, Burberry,
Waterford, Dom Perignon, Samsung and Chanel
are just a few who have commissioned Leatham’s
signature design style.
Jeff’s clientele is as impressive as his work and
includes, but is not limited to, Tina Turner, Oprah
Winfrey, the Kardashian family, His Holiness the
Dalai Lama and Former President Clinton and his
wife, Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

SELL A LIFESTYLE
NOT A ROOM

Brand your hotel with Mina
BUY NOW
SPECIAL DISCOUNT OF 20%, ONLY FOR 2020

THE SOCIAL COMMUNITY of Minaluxuryhotels
Total followers: just under 40.000
The followers of Minaluxuryhotels are of a high educational and income level (average income
50,000 euros/annum) of which a high percentage of followers are male patrons (55% executives
and entrepreneurs) aged 25-55 (the greater percentage is of 35-44 year-olds) from the following
countries: Greece, England, America, France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden etc.

CONTACT Minaluxuryhotels Team
M: +30 6944 428299 EMAIL: mina@minaluxuryhotels.com minaluxuryhotels.com

